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Abstract. Photoelectric radial-velocity measurements show that the
Seventh-magnitude star HD 118234 is a spectroscopic binary in a very
eccentric 59-day orbit.
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HD 118234 is a seventh-magnitude object near the south-following boundary of the
area covered by the Cambridge radial-velocity survey of the North Galactic Pole field
(b > 75°). It is on the extreme eastern edge of Coma Berenices, near the fifth-magnitude
star 1 Bootis and about 10° preceding Arcturus. Photoelectric magnitude measure
ments of it have been published by Haggkvist & Oja (1973), who found V=7.57,
(B–V)=1.08, (U–B)=0.93. Unpublished photometry in the Copenhagen system
(Hansen & Kjaergaard 1971), carried out at Palomar Observatory by Dr G. A. Radford
and the author in 1976 and reduced by Dr L. Hansen, indicates that the object is a
giant; furthermore, it shows signs of being photometrically composite, having a value
of res (k) of 0m.12, very similar to that given (for example) by 73 Leo, which is supposed
(Griffin 1966) to consist of a Κ giant plus a main sequence star with a type of about F1.
No modern spectral classification is known to exist for HD 118234; the HD classifycation is K0, and a type of K0 or Kl III would suit the photometry quite well.
The first radial-velocity observation of HD 118234 was made in 1971, but it was not
until 1980 that the second one was made and the spectroscopic-binary nature of the
object was discovered. Since then it has been observed systematically, and the 61
measurements listed in Table 1 have been accumulated. They yield the orbit plotted in
Fig. 1 and having the following elements:

The period of 59 days is quite short for a giant
to show photometric variability of the RS CVn
from non-uniform surface brightness coupled
widths of the dips on radial-velocity traces do
unusually rapid rotation.

star. Giants with periods so short tend
variety, in which the variations arise
with stellar rotation. However, the
not suggest that HD 118234 has an
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Figure 1. The computed radial-velocity curve of HD 118234, with the measured radial
velocities plotted.

Table 1. Photoelectric radial-velocity measurements of HD 118234.
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Table 1. Continued

* Observed with the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory 48-inch telescope (Fletcher et
al. 1982).
†
Observed with the Geneva Observatory's 'Coravel' at Haute Provence (Baranne, Mayor
& Poncet 1979)
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paper in this series to include observations made with ‘Coravel’, which will probably
feature in most, if not all, succeeding papers.
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